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TOPICAL REVIEW — Terahertz physics
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Last decade has witnessed a rapid development of the generation of terahertz (THz) vortex beams as well as their
wide applications, mainly due to their unique combination characteristics of regular THz radiation and orbital angular
momentum (OAM). Here we have reviewed the ways to generate THz vortex beams by two representative scenarios, i.e.,
THz wavefront modulation via specific devices, and direct excitation of the helicity of THz vortex beams. The former is
similar to those wavefront engineering devices in the optical and infrared (IR) domain, but just with suitable THz materials,
while the latter is newly-developed in THz regime and some of the physical mechanisms still have not been explained
explicitly enough though, which would provide both challenges and opportunities for THz vortex beam generation. As for
their applications, thanks to the recent development of THz optics and singular optics, THz vortex beams have potentials to
open doors towards a myriad of practice applications in many fields. Besides, some representative potential applications are
evaluated such as THz wireless communication, THz super-resolution imaging, manipulating chiral matters, accelerating
electron bunches, and detecting astrophysical sources.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, besides the development of efficient ter-

ahertz (THz) sources and detectors,[1–3] the progress of THz
optics is also mandatory to enable the specific control and
manipulation of THz radiation through its amplitude, phase,
polarization, and even orbital angular momentum (OAM), in
which a forefront research area of THz radiation shaping sit-
uation corresponds to the generation of vortex THz radia-
tion. THz vortex beams combine the merits of THz waves
and OAM. In specific, THz waves have the highly coher-
ent non-ionizing nature, wide unallocated frequency bands,
distinctive wavelengths, and high penetration power, while
OAM couples additional degree of freedom to matter. Ac-
cordingly, THz vortex beams have great potentials for many
applications. For instance, THz beams with OAM can increase
THz communication capacity due to an unlimited number of
OAM eigenstates.[4–6] THz vortex beams have the potential
beyond the diffraction limit and to obtain super-resolution
imaging with spatial resolution of micrometers.[7–10] It can be
applied to reveal terahertz nonlinearities in some materials like
graphene.[4] Since the elementary rotational and vibration ex-
citations of many matters in nature are found in the THz fre-
quency range,[5,11–16] THz vortex beams can be employed in

manipulating these matters, such as DNA and protein,[7,17–20]

Bose–Einstein condensation currents in the solid state,[21] and
so on. Also, THz vortex beams are promising in accelera-
tion and manipulation of electron bunches because they can
offer shorter electron bunches and higher resolution with less
infrastructures.[22–26] Moreover, THz OAM beams could be
used to detect and observe astrophysical sources, such as ro-
tating black holes, masers, possibly the cosmic microwave
background radiation, and so on.[27–30] THz vortex beams are
promising in even some uncharted territories, too.

Because of these numerous applications, researchers have
been working on how to generate efficiently THz vortex beams
for years. However, there have been very fewer reports about
the vortex generation in THz domain. According to these re-
ports, methods for THz vortex beam generation can be divided
into two scenarios, as shown in Fig. 1.

In this paper, we focus on a comprehensive overview for
the generation of THz vortex beams and some representative
potential applications. This paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 will review and discuss the methods for THz vortex
beam generation. In Section 3, we will present some potential
and promising applications of vortex THz radiation. Finally, a
summary and outlook will be given in Section 4.
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Fig. 1. Two scenarios of methods for THz vortex beam generation (SPPs: spiral phase plates, APEs: achromatic polarization elements,
DOEs: diffractive optical elements, THz LC FPG: THz liquid crystal forked polarization grating, CGHs: computer-generated holograms,
STM: spatial terahertz modulator, MPs: modulated plasmas, OR: optical rectification, DFG: difference-frequency generation).

2. Methods for THz vortex beam generation

The ways to produce THz vortex beams can be divided
into two categories. One introduces OAM with some THz
wavefront modulators, which is quite a straightforward strat-
egy similar to the wavefront modulators in the optical and in-
frared (IR) domain and the other excites directly to generate
THz vortex beams by using some vortex pump lasers and/or
matters.

2.1. THz vortex beam generation by wavefront modula-
tion devices

There are fewer THz wavefront modulation devices com-
pared with those in the visible and IR domain due to a lack
of materials for desired THz engineering.[31] Fortunately,
researchers have found that several superior materials are
suitable for these manipulators. To be specific, most of
them are some flexible polymeric materials with low per-
mittivity, absorbance, and dispersion in THz regime,[32,33]

such as Tsurupica olefin polymer,[8,10,34,35] polylactic acid
(PLA) medium,[36] polypropylene,[37,38] polytetrafluoroethy-
lene (Teflon),[39–42] polyimide,[43,44] polystyrene,[45,46]

nylon polyamide,[47] acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene,[48]

polyethylene,[49] and so on. In addition, some special ma-
terials like graphene[50–55] and plasma[56] can also be ap-
plied to THz wavefront manipulators. Commonly, there are
two ways to fabricate these devices by the materials men-
tioned above, one is only by mechanically polishing with-
out any chemical processes,[8,34–38] which is very easy; and
the other is by a commercial three-dimensional (3D) print-
ing technique,[39,45,48,57] which is an efficient and low-cost
method with good resolution.[46,49,57] By and large, these THz
wavefront modulation devices include vortex phase plates and
THz hologram technology. More detailed descriptions are as
follows.

2.1.1. Vortex phase plates

Several vortex phase plates have been already ap-
plied to produce THz vortex beams, such as spiral phase
plates (SPPs), THz q-plates, achromatic polarization elements
(APEs), diffractive optical elements (DOEs), metasurfaces,
and THz liquid crystal (LC) forked polarization grating (FPG).

2.1.1.1. Spiral phase plates

Generally, an SPP is a refractive optical element that can
impose azimuth dependent phase retardation with azimuthally
varying thickness. Its step height can be expressed as

h = lλ/∆n. (1)

Here l is the change in topological charge induced by the SPP,
λ is the wavelength of the incident wave, and ∆n is the differ-
ence of the refractive index between the SPP and surrounding
medium. The total phase delay around the plate center is an
integer multiple of 2π , i.e., 2πl,[38] as shown in Fig. 2. The
transmission function of the SPP can be given by

u(r,θ) = circ
( r

R

)
exp(ilθ) , (2)

where r and θ are the radius and azimuthal coordinates in the
polar coordinate, respectively, and i is the imaginary unit. R
is the effective aperture (EA) of the SPP, while circ(·) is the
circular function. According to Eq. (2), SPPs can be consid-
ered as phase-only elements. Up to date, the reported ma-
terials for THz SPPs include Tsurupica olefin polymer,[8,34]

polylactic acid (PLA) medium,[36] Teflon,[39–41] polypropy-
lene and polypropylene-like materials.[37,38,48] Apart from
the polypropylene and polypropylene-like materials that are
suitable in the 3D printing technique according to the
adaptive-additive algorithm[58] or pattern search optimization
algorithm,[37] the others are used to fabricate SPPs by mechan-
ically polishing. Additionally, by using an SPP together with
a Teflon axicon,[59,60] thereby to possess thickness gradients
in both radial and azimuthal directions, an incident Gaussian
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beam has been converted into a high-order Bessel beam with
spiral phase structure,[59] which can work in the center fre-
quency of 0.3 THz[59] or 0.5 THz.[60]

Fig. 2. 3D model of an SPP with proper THz materials. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [34].

Generally speaking, SPPs are very simple and econom-
ical, and can be applied to the pulses with any polarization
states. Furthermore, one SPP can be used to generate OAM
beams with two conjugated topological charges just by get-
ting the SPP reversed. Additionally, SPPs are easy to pro-
duce high-order, free-space Laguerre–Gaussian (LG) beams.
However, the size of SPPs with high-order topological charges
needs a higher spatial resolution. Moreover, SPPs are not
pure mode converters. The purity of LG beams produced by
them is limited by the co-production of undesirable higher-
order modes with radial index p and topological charge l, i.e.,
LGpl .[61] Also, they are typically designed for a certain fre-
quency and a certain topological charge. Hence, they would
exhibit topological-charge dispersion for broadband sources.
An additional limitation of the stepped SPPs is diffraction
from the step edges depending on the manufacturing tech-
nique and the step edge width. Now wide applications of the
SPPs make it urgent demand to develop new materials suitable
for THz regime and to improve the fabricated methods which
would avoid the problem of narrow bandwidth, strong diffrac-
tion effect, discontinuous profile, and so on.

2.1.1.2. THz q-plates

A q-plate is a pure geometrical phase optical element
that enables the realization of vector beams and vortex beams
with a simple and compact optical design. It is a thin opti-
cal birefringent waveplate with the space-dependent orienta-
tion of the ordinary and extraordinary axes in the transverse
plane.[46,62,63] Its fast axes have certain topological structures,
rather than a homogeneous structure like a half-wave plate.
The number q, which denotes the changing rate of the opti-
cal axis with respect to the azimuthal angle, depicts the spe-
cific geometry. Usually, the number q is an integer or a semi-
integer. This device is mainly used in optics to generate some
structured beams, which are inhomogeneous but contain par-
ticular phases or polarization singularities. In a q-plate, the
optical axis orientation α with respect to the x axis follows
α (r,θ) = qθ + α0, where r and θ are the polar radius and
the azimuthal angle, respectively, and α0 is the initial angle

when θ = 0. There are some examples of q-plates shown in
Fig. 3.[62] It implies the presence of a defect in the material
localized at the plane origin, i.e., r = 0. And the Jones matrix
of a q-plate is given by[45]

𝐻 =

(
cos2α sin2α

sin2α −cos2α

)
. (3)

In order to generate a vortex beam, an original circu-
larly polarized pulse with desired handedness is needed, which
can be obtained by employing an adequately oriented THz
quarter-wave plate. A circularly polarized laser beam after
passing through the q-plate is converted to one with the op-
posite circular polarization, and more importantly, to a heli-
cal wavefront.[63] If the output from the q-plate then passes
through another properly oriented quarter-wave plate and a lin-
ear polarizer, the complex amplitude of the electric field can be
calculated by

Eout =

(
cos2α sin2α

sin2α −cos2α

)(
1 0
0 −1

)(
1
±i

)(
1 0
0 0

)
= exp(±2iα)

(
1
0

)
, (4)

where “+” and “–” correspond to left and right circularly po-
larizations, respectively. As a result, an OAM variation of
±2α} (} is the reduced Planck constant) is imposed, which
means a linearly polarized vortex beam with its topological
charge of 2α would be produced.[64] In other words, q-plates
can couple spin angular momentum (SAM) to OAM, without
changing the total angular momentum.

Fig. 3. Three examples of q-plates. The tangent to the lines shown indicates
the local direction of the optical axis. (a) q = 1/2 and α0 = 0, which can
generate helical modes with l = ±1; (b) q = 1 and α0 = 0, (c) q = 1 and
α0 = π/2, which both can generate helical modes with l =±2. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [62].

Some materials can be used to fabricate THz q-plates like
nematic LC, polystyrene, quartz crystal, even plasma. In spe-
cific, nematic LC has proven to be a very promising candidate
for THz q-plates in a frequency range from 0.5 THz to 2.5 THz
due to the pronounced optical birefringence, controllable di-
rector (i.e., local optical axis) distribution, and external field
responsiveness.[43,44,65] By exploiting electro-optic effect in
LCs, real-time control of the retardation of LC-based q-plates
is available through an externally applied voltage.[66] An al-
ternative 3D printing material for THz q-plates is polystyrene,
which is a highly transparent material at the frequency of
0.15 THz, or at the wavelength of 2 mm.[47,48] Quartz crys-
tal can also be suitable for THz q-plates. It has a relatively
large transmission coefficient for a wide spectral range from
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0.1 THz to 2.5 THz. This THz q-plate is made of space-variant
birefringent slabs endowed with an azimuthally varying in-
plane optical axis orientation by mechanically polishing, i.e.,
segmented half-wave plate.[64] Interestingly, the plasma q-
plate can work in a broad frequency range spanning from THz
to the optical domain[56] with an external axial-symmetric
magnetic field controlling the optical fast axes. The laser mode
conversion relies on the anisotropicity of the dispersion rela-
tion in the magnetic field. As a result, a direct transformation
of the optical angular momentum from the spin form to the
orbital form takes place. We note that this is a rather coun-
terintuitive process, in which the input polarization of light
controls the shape of the output wavefront.[62]

The THz q-plate is single and compact, and also has high
stability in the long term and requires almost no maintenance.
The device works in transmission geometry and therefore is
free of many alignment problems. The device can be used
to create a superposition of SAM/OAM states with no need
of interferometric setups. The conversion efficiency (the ratio
of OAM-converted THz radiation power over total transmitted
light power) is relatively high. Moreover, several q-plates can
be predicted to arrange in cascade, which is able to address
a large range of OAM values.[67] However, q-plates require
specialized polarization (i.e., circularly-polarized), low-power
input laser modes, and complex surface geometries, which
limits their usability. Their efficiency depends intensely on
the wavelength of the incident waves. Mostly, the reported
THz q-plates are designed based on 3D printing technology.
The structures with discontinuous features are difficult to print
with reasonable quality.[45] THz q-plates exhibit relatively low
damage threshold and severe transmission loss. In addition,
until now, the reported q-plates are restricted to azimuthally
variant optical axes. If we can overcome this limit, the capa-
bility of wavefront manipulation will be drastically enhanced;
therefore, more complex beam shaping will be achievable.

2.1.1.3. Achromatic polarization elements

Theoretically, a THz radially polarized beam can be con-
verted into a THz vortex pulse by an APE, which consists of an
achromatic quarter-wave plate and a wire-grid polarizer with
specific fast axes orientations.[68,69] The achromatic quarter-
wave plate can be made by high-resistance silicon, which has
a high transmission coefficient in the wide range from 1 THz
to 2.5 THz. After passing through a quarter-wave plate with its
fast axis parallel to the x axis, a THz radially polarized beam
with L-th azimuthal order (L≥0) becomes

EQR =

[
1 0
0 i

]
E0 (r;ω)

[
cosLθ

sinLθ

]
= E0 (r;ω)

[
cosLθ

i sinLθ

]
, (5)

where E(r; ω) is the electric field in the frequency domain,
which does not depend on the azimuthal angle θ . Further-

more, if EQR goes through a polarizer whose transmission axis
is 45◦ from the x axis, the output THz field can be described
as

E (r,θ ;ω) =

√
2

2
(cosLθ + i sinLθ)E0 (r;ω)

=

√
2

2
E0 (r;ω)exp(iLθ) . (6)

Therefore, the phase of the THz wave ϕ equals to Lθ , which
indicates that the THz wave is a vortex beam with the topo-
logical charge of l = L. The above conversion process can be
depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Schematic of the conversion process by APEs. Reproduced with
permission from Ref. [68].

In APEs, incoming THz radially polarized beams are re-
quired. However, the direct conversion of the IR vector beam
into the THz vector beam in ZnTe crystal is only reported
when the beam collinearly propagates along the 〈111〉 axis of
the ZnTe crystal possessing threefold rotational symmetry.[70]

Moreover, this threefold crystal is not commonly used in the
THz community since the THz generation efficiency is much
lower than that by the 〈110〉 ZnTe crystal.

2.1.1.4. Diffractive optical elements

There are some types of staircaselike DOEs reported
to generate THz vortex beams, such as binary phase spi-
ral Fresnel plates (BPSFPs),[71] binary phase spiral axicons
(BPSAs),[72] the combination of an optimal phase element
(OPE) and a Fourier transform (FT) lens (OPE+FT).[49,57]

The first two elements (BPSFPs and BPSAs) can be applied to
generating non-diffractive THz Bessel vortex beams. The last
one (OPE+FT) is used to produce THz circular Airy vortex
beams[49] or THz perfect optical vortex beams.[57] Note that a
perfect vortex can be described by a series expanded in terms
of Bessel functions of the same order and different scales
theoretically.[73] Its OPE (for example, spatial light modula-
tors (SLMs),[58] diffractive optical phase plates,[49] and so on)
can form an optimal phase mask to impose the phase mod-
ulation, and its FT lens can perform the FT. Figure 5 shows
the phase profiles of two BPSAs. Here we take BPSFPs as an
example.

BPSFPs can be designed by silicon binary phase plates
with the spiral configuration of zones, whose prototype is an
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amplitude Fresnel zone plate reported in Ref. [74]. In simple
terms, when a spherical wave interferes with a vortex beam,
the interference intensity pattern can be described as

I ∝ 1+ cos
[

lθ − k
(

1+
1
2

r2
)]

, (7)

where r and θ are the radius and azimuthal coordinates, re-
spectively, while k and l are the wave number and the topo-
logical charge, respectively. The boundary between a bright
fringe and a dark fringe occurs when the above cosine term is
zero. When the beams are collinear, it means

lθ − k
(

1+
1
2

r2
)
=

(
n+

1
2

)
π, (8)

where n = 0,±1,±2, . . . According to the above, BPSFPs can
be produced by filling in the region where the modulation term
is negative. Equation (8) can be generalized for modes with a
topological charge of l. Note that l =0 corresponds to the stan-
dard Fresnel zone plate.

Fig. 5. Phase profiles of two BPSAs. (a) l = ±1; (b) l = ±2. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. [57].

Generally, DOEs provide a flexible method to generate
OAM beams and allow for in situ adjustment of the diffrac-
tion pattern. The sign of the topological charge determines
the direction of the spiral rotation. In addition, DOEs have
high efficiency and resolution and are not sensitive to polar-
ization of the incident laser light. Most DOEs are designed
only to generate Bessel vortex beams. Certainly, it is also de-
sirable to design DOEs to produce more complex THz vortex
patterns.[75–78]

2.1.1.5. Metasurfaces

Metasurfaces, some ultrathin metamaterials consisting
of planar subwavelength units, have been used to achieve
phase modulations covering a full range of 360◦.[50] They
can be divided into two categories based on the phase modu-
lation mechanism: resonance-based metasurfaces[4,79–82] and
geometric-phase metasurfaces.[68,83,84] The former can be en-
gineered as SPPs, while the latter is designed to behave like q-
plates, which transfer SAM to OAM based on Pancharatnam–
Berry (PB) phase principle.

There are several typical metasurfaces reported for THz
vortex beam generation based on the aforementioned two cat-
egories. The resonance-based metasurfaces in THz domain
are reported, such as V-shaped slit antennas structure,[79,80]

anisotropic chiral metasurface,[81] resonant-tunneling-diode
oscillators by integrated radial line slot antenna,[82] and mul-
tifunctional graphene metasurfaces.[4] While the geometric-
phase metasurfaces for THz vortex beam generation in-
clude circular sub-wavelength slits,[83] reflective metasurface
structure,[84] double-ring distributed slit array,[85] etc. Here
we take the V-shaped slit antennas structure and circular sub-
wavelength slits as examples. Figure 6 shows their schematic
structures.

The complementary V-shaped slit antennas structure was
fabricated on a thin metal film (100 nm Au).[79] It is on
a double-side polished high resistivity silicon substrate of
500 µm thickness with conventional photolithography and
metallization process. Each antenna unit is composed of two
equivalent rectangular slits which are connected at one end in
a square region with a length of 200 µm. The slit width is
fixed at 5 µm. The slit length, the angle between two slits, and
the angle between the bisector line of the V-shaped antenna
and the y axis can be adjusted to achieve the phase modulation
of the scattered field. It should be noted that the selection of
the complementary structure is to make sure the high diffrac-
tion efficiency of the THz vortex beams. The designed central
wavelength of the metasurface was reported at 400 µm corre-
sponding to 0.75 THz.[79]

Fig. 6. Schematic structure of two representative metasurfaces. (a)–(c) V-shaped slit antennas structure; (d)–(e) circular sub-wavelength
slits. Reproduced with permission from Refs. [79,83].
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By contrast, the circular sub-wavelength slit structure[83]

has a good response over a broad bandwidth from 0.3 THz to

3 THz. There is a circular sub-wavelength air slit in a 200-nm

silver film, which can be regarded as a localized linear polar-

izer with radial direction,[86] so such a device can act as an

axially symmetric polarizer (ASP) whose transmission axis is

radially distributed.[87,88] The Jones matrix of the ASP is given

by

𝑃 =

(
cos2 θ cosθ sinθ

cosθ sinθ sin2
θ

)
, (9)

where θ is the azimuth angle in the beam cross section.

When a circularly polarized THz wave incidents normally

upon the thin film, the output complex amplitude in the near-

field zone can be expressed as

Eout (r,θ ;ω) =

(
cos2 θ cosθ sinθ

cosθ sinθ sin2
θ

)(
1
±i

)
E0 (r;ω)

= E0 (r;ω)exp(±iθ)
(

cosθ

sinθ

)
, (10)

where E(r; ω) is the amplitude in the frequency domain, in-

dependent of θ . Equation (10) indicates that this device can

transfer the SAM to OAM (±}) of the incident THz beams.

The output electric field is radially polarized, i.e., it is a radi-

ally polarized THz vortex beam.

In contrast to the traditional bulk optical elements, meta-

surfaces provide a perspective on shaping flexibly the electro-

magnetic field by manipulating the phase, amplitude as well

as polarization at will via a compact and easy-of-fabrication

system.[51] Another advantage of metasurfaces is tunability,

which can be achieved by manipulating and controlling the

interaction between the metasurfaces and the incident waves

to modify the transmission, reflection, and absorption of the

incident waves according to the desired functionalities. Most

metasurfaces for THz vortex beam generation are structured

by metallic cells. They possess high losses due to the skin

effect in the THz region, and few reach a 360◦ phase adjust-

ment, which affects the accuracy. Emphasis should be placed

on some suitable, flexible, and low-loss materials in the THz

frequency.

2.1.1.6. THz liquid crystal forked polarization grating

When a gradient blazed phase is introduced into a com-

mon spiral phase, the integrated phase profile in the xy plane

shall be[89,90]

φ (x,y) = lθ −2πx/Λ , (11)

where l is the topological charge, θ(x,y) = arctan(y/x) ex-

hibits the local azimuthal angle in the xy plane, and Λ is the

pitch. The first and second terms on the right-hand side de-

scribe a common spiral phase and the introduced blazed phase,

respectively. The phase distributions of a spiral phase, a blazed

phase, and their integration with l = 1 and Λ ≈ 1.2 mm are

shown in Figs. 7(a)–7(c), respectively. The ideal 3D LC wave-

plate has a sawtooth-shaped profile consisting of blazed grat-

ing and substrate, as shown in Fig. 7(d). The integrated phase

is fork-like with a space-variant change. Such fork phase pro-

files can be obtained by PB phase, which results from an LC

waveplate with space-variant axis orientation (α) as follow-

ing:

α (x,y) = φ (x,y)/2 = lθ/2−πx/Λ . (12)

The LC waveplates with such gradient-rotation directors are

denoted as LC FPG. The diffraction property can be theoret-

ically analyzed through the Jones matrix calculation.[91] The

Jones matrix of the FPG is given by[90]

𝐽 (x,y) = R(−α)

(
exp(−iΓ /2) 0

0 exp(iΓ /2)

)
R(α)

= cosζ

(
1 1
1 1

)
− i sinζ

(
cos2α sin2α

sin2α −cos2α

)
. (13)

Here Γ = 2π∆nd/λ is the phase retardation, ζ = Γ /2 is the

normalized retardation, λ is the free-space wavelength, d is

the cell gap, and ∆n is the LC birefringence. When a circularly

polarized beam passes through such an LC FPG, the emerging

wave can be expressed as

D(x,y) = J (x,y)E (x,y)

= cosζ

(
1
±i

)
− i sinζ exp [±ilθ (x,y)∓ i2πx/Λ ]

(
1
∓i

)
.

(14)

The far-field electric field of the n-th order diffraction is[89]

Dn (x,y) =
1
Λ

∫
Λ

0
D(x,y)exp(−i2πx/Λ)dx

= cosζ δn

(
1
±i

)
− i sinζ δn±1 exp [±ilθ (x,y)]

(
1
∓i

)
, (15)

where δn and δn+1 are Dirac delta functions. The FPG has

three diffraction orders: ±1st orders are always circularly po-

larized and orthogonal to each other with conjugated topolog-

ical charges, while the 0th order is a Gaussian beam with the

same polarization as the input one. The intensity distributions

among these three orders depend on the phase retardation and

the incident polarization.

A THz LC FPG can be used to generate and separate si-

multaneously pure THz vortex beams with conjugated circular

polarization. However, it is bulky, and its fabricating process

is very difficult and complicated.[92]
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Fig. 7. Phase presentation and idea 3D schematic structure of THz LC FPG. (a) A common spiral phase distribution; (b) introduced gradient
blazed phase distribution; (c) integrated phase distribution; (d) ideal 3D LC FPG. Reproduced with permission from Refs. [89,90].

2.1.2. THz hologram technology

Hologram technology can also be utilized to generate
THz vortex beams. Some reported works include computer-
generated holograms (CGHs) and spatial terahertz modulator
(STM). The former operates at the sub-THz frequency range,
such as 0.119 THz,[93] 0.31 THz,[94–96] 0.65 THz,[94] and so
on, while the latter works in a range of 1–1.6 THz.[97]

2.1.2.1. THz computer-generated holograms

CGHs are locally periodic diffraction gratings that
modify both the reflected and transmitted electromagnetic
fields.[94,98] The hologram structure can be numerically de-
signed and then printed or etched on the hologram substrate
material. The holograms are often locally binary, i.e., the grat-
ing structure consists of a single groove with width w and
depth h. The grating period d is the local spatial period of
the transmittance; it satisfies the grating equation sinθout =

sinθin+mλ/d, where θin and θout are the incident and diffrac-
tion angles, respectively, and m is the diffraction order in
question.[90] There are two types of holograms to generate
Bessel vortex beams in the sub-THz regime, i.e., amplitude-
type holograms and phase-type holograms,[94] whose local
grating structures are shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Local grating structures. (a) Amplitude holograms; (b) phase holo-
grams. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [94].

In an amplitude-type hologram, its diffraction grating
consists of copper stripes (17 µm) on a dielectric Mylar film
(75 µm thick, relative permittivity εr = 3.3). The designed
pattern can be fabricated using photolithography and chemical
wet etching.[98] The skin depth of sub-THz wave within the
copper is far less than 1 µm. Therefore, the metallic grating ef-
fectively reflects all the field which includes incident beams on
the copper stripe and transmitted beams through the slots be-
tween the stripes. Consequently, the transmitted field is effec-

tively modulated with a binary function and then diffracted ac-
cording to the wavelength-scale structure caused by the holo-
gram grating. The phases and amplitudes are modulated by
the locations of the slots and the variations of the slot widths,
respectively. Typically, the available signals are those from
the first diffraction orders generated by the holograms. Such
an amplitude-type hologram can also indirectly modulate the
phases of the 1st order diffraction field, as the phases can be
coded in the positions of the copper strips.[99]

While in the phase-type holograms, the hologram struc-
ture features locally change the effective thickness seen by the
electromagnetic waves which can be realized by varying ei-
ther the refractive index or the depth of the surface profiles.
The hologram elements consist of milled grooves on a dielec-
tric substrate (obomodulan(®), εr ≈ 2.2). The sub-THz field
passing through the grooves acquires a phase difference with
respect to that between the grooves, leading to phase mod-
ulation of the transmitted field, instead of amplitude modu-
lation. There are, however, always some losses due to both
the reflection of the electric field on the interface of a dielec-
tric material and the attenuation within a lossy dielectric. The
groove profile of a phase hologram may be binary (all grooves
have rectangular cross sections), multilevel (stepped profile),
or continuous. Rigorous electromagnetic modeling is required
to optimize the grating structure.[94,100,101]

Since binary holograms are cheap and easy to fabricate,
and typically suitable for sub-THz regime, they are useful in
real-world applications of OAM. In reality, these holograms
are with wavelength-scale diffractive structures, and the mod-
ulations of their amplitudes are never purely binary, so fur-
ther optimization is usually necessary by rigorous modeling
methods.[100]

2.1.2.2. Spatial terahertz modulator

An STM requires an array of small building blocks that
can independently control the transmission or reflection of a
THz beam at different positions. Hence, the transparency at
different positions of the semiconductor wafer can be indepen-
dently modulated. Specifically, the control beam modulated
by a conventional SLM illuminates the surface of a 500 µm
thick semiconductor silicon wafer to produce the correspond-
ing pattern of photo-generated carriers, whose prototype is
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shown in Fig. 9. Its intrinsic broadband response results in the
relatively broad bandwidth (1–1.6 THz) of the generated THz
vortex beams.[97] The transmission for the THz beam is gov-
erned by the spatial distribution of photo-generated carriers,
which form an amplitude hologram. Compared with the elec-
trically controlled THz spatial modulator,[102] the all-optically
controlled STM has higher resolution (better than 140 µm) and
better modulation depth.

Fig. 9. Prototype of STM. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [97].

The STM allows the all-optical or electrical control of the
spatial transmission or reflection of an input THz wave; there-
fore, it can encode the information in a wavefront, and produce
broadband THz vortex beams.[97] The modulation of the STM
is limited by the optical SLM, which is expensive. Unfortu-
nately, SLM has usually low laser damage threshold, thereby
fails to bear the high intensity of laser pulses.

The above devices discussed in Subsection 2.1 are basi-
cally designed to manipulate the regular THz beams with a
specific topological charge and a given frequency, or with a
relatively narrow bandwidth. These elements are lack of tun-
ability, switchability, and versatility inherently, which are key
requirements to handle the wavefront of THz pulses. Further-
more, their bandwidths are still not enough to develop tunable
THz vortex beams.

2.2. Directly exciting the helicity of the THz vortex beams

So far, there are also some reports on directly exciting
the OAM of the THz vortex beams. These reported methods
include optical rectification (OR), difference-frequency gener-
ation (DFG), and laser plasma techniques.

2.2.1. Optical rectification

THz beams can be generated by OR of an IR laser pulse
in a 〈110〉 ZnTe crystal. Both pulses are assumed to propagate

along the x̂ axis in the Cartesian frame (x̂, ŷ, ẑ) of the labora-
tory, which coincides with the 〈110〉 axis of the crystal (see
Fig. 10).[103]

Fig. 10. Geometry of 〈110〉 ZnTe crystal. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [103], ©The Optical Society.

Considering an incident IR vector pulse with azimuthal
order l, the electric field can be written as[104]

𝐸 = E0 (r) [cos(lθ) �̂�+ sin(lθ) �̂�] , (16)

where r =
√

y2 + z2 and θ are the radius and azimuth of the
polar coordinate system in the plane of the crystal, respec-
tively, while E(r) is the amplitude of a Gaussian laser beam.
According to the relation 𝐸THz ∝ ∂ 2𝑃 (2)/∂ t2, we can getETHz

x
ETHz

y
ETHz

z

=E
′
0(r)

 0
3cos(3ϕ−2lθ)−cos(ϕ−2lθ)−2cos(ϕ)
3cos(3ϕ−2lθ)+sin(ϕ−2lθ)−2sin(ϕ)

 ,

(17)
where E

′
0 (r) is the amplitude of the THz Gaussian beam with a

1/e beam waist wTHz. Since the incoming IR laser beam is az-
imuthally polarized, there is no preferential orientation for IR
electric field. Without loss of generality, one can select ϕ = 0,
so the components of the THz electric field in the frame of the
laboratory become[103] ETHz

x
ETHz

y
ETHz

z

=−1
2

E
′
0 (r)

 0
sin2 (lθ)
sin(2lθ)



= −1
4

E
′
0 (r)


0

1−
(

e2ilθ + e−2ilθ
) /

2(
e2ilθ − e−2ilθ

) /
i

 . (18)

Equation (18) reveals that the output of the THz electric field
is a combination of three terms with the topological charges
of 0, 2l, and −2l, respectively. One can remove either the
topological +2l or−2l via appropriate polarization projection
by using a quarter waveplate and a polarizer. After passing
through a quarter waveplate with its fast axis parallel to the
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y axis followed by a polarizer whose transmission axis is ori-
ented at an angle α from the y axis, the THz electric field is
polarized in the α direction and expressed as

ETHz
α = ETHz

y cosα + iETHz
z sinα

= −1
4

E
′
0 (r)

[
cosα+

(
sinα− cosα

2

)
e2ilθ

−
(

sinα +
cosα

2

)
e−2ilθ

]
, (19)

when tan(±α) = ±1/2 (i.e., α = 0.46 rad), the vortex com-
ponent 2l or −2l will vanish. So

ETHz
±α =− 1

2
√

2
E
′
0 (r)

(
1− e∓2ilθ

)
. (20)

Accordingly, the generated THz electric field by OR along the
polarizer axis is not a pure vortex pulse. It is a superposition of
a Gaussian field (topological charge l = 0) and a vortex field
with the topological charge of +2l or −2l.

In general, OR is well suited for intense THz vortex gen-
eration — one can simply increase the surface area of the
OR crystal with more input laser energy and efficient phase-
matching condition. The bandwidth depends on the frequency
response of the OR crystal. However, until now, using OR still
fails to generate pure THz vortex pulses.

2.2.2. Difference-frequency generation

There are two schemes reported to generate THz vortex
beams by DFG. The first one bases on type-II DFG between

two collinear near-infrared (NIR, 800 nm) chirped pulses with
orthogonal polarizations, conjugated topological charges, and
a relative time delay.[105] A 〈110〉 ZnTe crystal was used in
DFG process at 800 nm. The 800 nm pulses were generated
collinearly with a passive and transmissive device, which con-
sists of a polarizer, a q-plate, a quarter waveplate, a wedge-
plate pair, and a focal lens, shown in Fig. 11(a). The chirp was
introduced to suppress the THz radiation from OR, which also
results in low DFG efficiency. When the fast axis of the quar-
ter waveplate is +45◦ or −45◦ from the horizontal direction,
and the topological charge of the q-plate is q = 1/2, the out-
put electric field behind the device shown in Fig. 11(a) can be
described as

Eout =

(
1 ∓i
∓i 1

)(
cosθ sinθ

sinθ −cosθ

)(
1 0
0 0

)(
Ex
Ey

)
= e−iθ

(
Ex
0

)
− i e iθ

(
0
Ex

)
or e iθ

(
Ex
0

)
+ i e−iθ

(
0
Ex

)
. (21)

Equation (21) implies that the pulses can be regarded as the
combination of a pair of pulses with orthogonal polarizations
and conjugated topological charges, i.e., l1 = 1, l2 = −1 or
l1 = −1, l2 = 1. It implies that the polarization of the two
800 nm vortex pulses can be easily exchanged by changing
the fast axis of the quarter waveplate.

Fig. 11. Some experimental devices for a pair of 800 nm vortex beams and some experimental results for THz vortex beam generation.
(a) Passive and transmissive device of generating collinear vortex pulse pair of 800 nm with conjugated topological charges and orthogonal
polarizations. P, polarizer; Q-P, Q-plate; BQWP, broadband quarter-wave plate; WP, wedge-plate pair; (b) experimental spatial amplitude and
intensity distributions of the THz vortex pulses at different time delays in Ref. [105]; (c) corresponding phase distributions of the THz vortex
pulses at different time delays in Ref. [105]. (d) Experimental far- and near-fields of 4 THz vortex beams with the topological charge of ±1 in
Ref. [10]. Reproduced with permission from Refs. [10,105], ©The Optical Society.
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The complex amplitude of generated THz beams ATHz by
type-II DFG can be described by[105,106]

dATHz (r,ωTHz,z)
dz

∝−iκ [E1 (r,ω1,z)] [E2 (r,ω2,z)]
∗

= −iκE10 (r,ω1,z)E∗20 (r,ω2,z)exp [i (l1− l2)θ ] , (22)

with

E1 (r,ω1,z) = E10 (r,ω1,z)exp(il1θ) , (23)

E2 (r,ω2,z) = E20 (r,ω2,z)exp(il2θ) , (24)

where κ is the coupling constant. The frequencies of the inter-
active three waves satisfy the relation ωTHz = ω1−ω2. Equa-
tion (22) implies that the topological charge of the THz pulse is
the difference between the topological charges of the two con-
jugated NIR pulses, i.e., lTHz = l1− l2. The central frequency
of the generated THz vortex is about 2 THz with multi-cycles
in Ref. [105]. The spatial amplitude, intensity, and phase dis-
tributions of the THz vortex pulses at different time delays are
shown in Figs. 11(b) and 11(c).

In the second setup, a vortex beam (1.56 µm) and a Gaus-
sian beam (1.5–1.64 µm) generated by two optical parametric
amplifiers (OPA1 and OPA2) are focused and spatially over-
lapped on a 4′-dimethylamino-N-methyl-4-stilbazolium tosy-
late (DAST) crystal to generate the high-quality THz vortex
mode within the frequency range of 2–6 THz via soft-aperture
DFG.[10] The output beam from OPA1 is transferred to a vor-
tex via an SPP, which provides only an azimuthal phase shift
of 2lπ to a fundamental Gaussian pulse. The generated vor-
tex beam typically includes undesirable higher-order radial LG
modes.[61] When the vortex beams and the Gaussian beams are
superimposed spatially, one can find that the individual radial
modes with multiple rings in the vortex output are spatially
separated in the far-field. According to the DFG principle,
it is noteworthy that the focused Gaussian mode plays a role
as a soft-aperture to remove undesired high-order radial LG
modes.[10] According to the OAM conservation law, the topo-
logical charge of THz should satisfy the following relation-
ship:

lTHz = (lOPA1− lOPA2)
λOPA2−λOPA1

|λOPA2−λOPA1|
, (25)

where lTHz, lOPA1, and lOPA2 are the topological charges of
the THz, OPA1, and OPA2 outputs, respectively. λOPA1and
λOPA2 are the wavelengths of the OPA1 and OPA2 outputs, re-
spectively. Figure 11(d) shows the experimental far- and near-
fields of 4 THz vortex beams with the topological charges of
±1.

One of DFG advantages is tunability. The spectra of the
generated THz vortex beams are limited by the frequency re-
sponses of the used nonlinear DFG crystals.

2.2.3. Laser plasma techniques

So far, there are two types of laser plasma tech-
niques reported to generate THz vortex beams, namely,

space-periodically modulated plasmas (MPs) and spatial non-
periodically MPs.

2.2.3.1. Space-periodically modulated plasmas

Recently, a few schemes for generating THz vortex beams
have been proposed based on space-periodically MPs, which
include rippled plasmas (RPs) and vortex plasmas (VPs).

The plasma density of a RP can be defined as[107]

nRP = n0 +nq = n0 +nq0 exp(iqz) , (26)

where nq0 is the amplitude of the ripple and q is the wave num-
ber of the density ripple, while n0 is the background electron
density. This periodic plasma density (ripple) can be consid-
ered as a slow structure and can be created by various meth-
ods. In the RP, THz vortex can be produced by propagating
two coaxial LG laser beams (frequencies ω1, ω2; wave num-
bers k1, k2; topological charges l1, l2). The LG laser beams
have nonuniform spatial profiles in the radial direction. This
nonuniform profile creates a refractive index gradient in the
radial direction, which is responsible for the nonuniform pon-
deromotive force in the plasma channel. When an intense laser
beam propagates in plasma, due to the transverse intensity gra-
dient, the ponderomotive force pushes the electrons out of high
intensity regions. As a result, the plasma density varies and
causes a change in the dielectric function, which starts behav-
ing like a lens, thereby results in stronger self-focusing of the
laser in turn. On the other hand, due to diffraction, the de-
focusing of the laser beam takes place. From the focusing–
defocusing, a density-modulated filament occurs. Due to the
intensity variation in the transverse direction, the nonlinear
plasma current emerges at the beating frequency. The cur-
rent has superluminal Fourier components, which can emit
a THz vortex pulse. The selection rule is lT = l̃± 1, where
l̃ = l1− l2.[107] Figure 12(a) shows the simulation results of
THz vortex beam generation via RP. If the RP is submerged in
a static electric field, a new selection rule will be available, i.e.,∣∣lT− l̃

∣∣≤ 1, where lT is an integer.[107] By selecting a suitable
plasma distribution, only one of the OAMs can be produced.
Note that the THz electric field can increase tremendously by
enhancing the ripple density amplitude. It seems that this in-
crease is more pronounced near the resonant excitation of the
THz wave, the wave number of the RPs is given by

qS =
ω̃

c

(1−
ω2

p

ω̃2

)1/2

−1

 . (27)

Here ωp =
(
4πe2n0/me

)1/2 is the plasma frequency, while e,
me, n0 and c are the electron charge, electron mass, the back-
ground electron density, and speed of light in vacuum, respec-
tively.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 12. Simulation results of the generation of THz vortex beams via a type of (a) RPs; (b) SVPs; and (c) DVPs. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [107], ©The Optical Society.

While in VP, the OAM exchange occurs between it and
the emitted THz radiation.[107] Actually, the VP is a kind of
special plasma by adding a helical structure into a RP. Namely,
its electric density distribution is a function of space and/or
time with a helical structure. Generally, two kinds of VPs
have been outlined as the static vortex plasmas (SVPs) and
the dynamic vortex plasmas (DVPs). The electron density dis-
tribution of the SVPs, described in space coordinates (r, θ , z),
depends on the distance with respect to the vortex axis of sym-
metry and is allowed to vary slowly along z, while the electron
density of the DVPs is defined as a function of space and time
coordinate (r, θ , t; z).[107] The SVPs and DVPs can be respec-
tively defined as

nSVP = n0 +nS = n0 +nS0 exp(iqSz+ ilSθ) , (28)

nDVP = n0 +nD

= n0 +nD0 exp(−iqDz+ iωDt− ilDθ) , (29)

where t, r, and θ are the temporal coordinate, the radius and
azimuthal coordinates in the polar coordinate. n0 is the back-
ground electron density. lS, qS, and nS0 are the topological
charge, wave number, and amplitude of SVPs, while qD, lD,
and nD0 are the wave number, topological charge, and am-
plitude of DVPs, respectively. ωD is the frequency of the
Langmuir/plasma wave. For a SVP with lS 6= 0 or a DVP
with lD 6= 0, the OAM of the electron and ion plasma waves
is nonzero.[107] SVPs are considered as collisional plasmas.

When the duration of the incident laser is equal to or greater

than the electrons energy relaxation time, the collisional non-

linearity becomes dominant while the ponderomotive force

nonlinearity can be ignored. By propagation of two LG laser

pulses with the same OAM or even the two Gaussian pulses

without OAM (their frequencies are ω1 and ω2, their wave

numbers are k1 and k2, their topological charges are l1 and

l2, respectively; for Gaussian pulses, their topological charges

are zero, i.e., l1 = l2 = 0), the redistribution of electron den-

sity takes place in the transverse plane. The nonlinear current

density is created at the beating frequency ω̃ = ω1−ω2 with

k̃ = k1− k2 and l̃ = l1− l2, which is responsible for THz vor-

tex beam generation. The THz vortex beam generation can

be described by OAM conservation law which is satisfied in

the phase-matching condition by the RP[107] with kT = k̃+qS.

The topological charge of the THz radiation is lT = l̃ + lS. To

match the OAM of the electron plasma wave with the charge

number of the SPVs, a part of the lasers’ OAM is transferred

to the electron plasma wave and the remaining part causes the

torsion of the emitted THz wavefront.[107] For two LG lasers

with the same topological charges, even two Gaussian pulses

(i.e., l̃ = l1− l2 = 0), the topological charge of the THz vor-

tex beams is lT = lS, which indicates that the helical structure

of the SPV excites the OAM of the THz radiation. By con-

trast, in the DVPs, instead of the collisional nonlinearity, the

ponderomotive force nonlinearity is dominant. There are two
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types of pump laser pulses which can interact with a DVP.
One is LG laser (l, ω), and the other is Langmuir wave with
a THz frequency (lL, ωL). The beating (ωT = ω0 −ωD or
ωT = ωL +ωD) causes nonlinear current density generation.
Correspondingly, the THz vortex beams at the beat frequency
are generated based on the transformation of the OAM be-
tween plasma and laser. The OAM conversion law is also
satisfied in the phase-matching condition of the RPs. Like-
wise, the OAM of the incident laser is divided into two parts:
one part for OAM of the DVP, and the other part for the THz
photons. In the quantum picture, a virtual quanta has been con-
sidered to explain the exchange of the OAM between the laser
and medium. Specifically, the helical structure of the DVP
provokes the plasma electron velocity with vortex number –
lD, opposite to that of the virtual quanta OAM lD. Besides, if
the input laser is polarized circularly, the THz vortex beams
will generate with a circular polarization. As a result, a new
OAM selection rule for THz vortex generation via DVPs is
lT = l0− lD or lT = lL + lD, which correspond to the two dif-
ferent beating processes ωT = ω0−ωD or ωT = ωL+ωD. Fig-
ures 12(b) and 12(c) illustrate the OAM selection rules for gen-
erating THz vortex beams via SVPs and DVPs, respectively.

The space-periodically MPs can produce THz vortex
beams with a specific topological charge by choosing suitable
plasma density distribution. In order to generate such space-
periodically MPs, many methods are explored, but the imple-
mentation of such plasmas is not straightforward, and it suffers
from low efficiency, too.

2.2.3.2. Spatial non-periodically modulated plasmas

Laser-induced gas plasmas by a two-color field (a fun-

damental wave and its second harmonics) or a few-cycle ul-

trashort pulse can be considered as spatial non-periodically

MPs, which are exclusive to achieve a high intensity and broad

bandwidth regular THz field beyond the damage threshold of

bulk materials.[108–111] Recent researchers found that these

two fields with OAM, i.e., two-color vortex field (Gaussian

800 nm + vortex 400 nm) or a few-cycle vortex field (vor-

tex 800 nm), can induce millimeter-scale gas-plasma to gen-

erate ultra-broadband intensity modulated THz vortex waves,

which are also called THz angular accelerating beams.[112–114]

Some experimental and simulation results for the generation of

the intensity modulated THz vortex beams in Refs. [113,114]

are shown in Fig. 13. Note that angular accelerating beams

are tailored to have a nonlinear phase variation with az-

imuthal angle, which indicates angular acceleration.[113] Its

bandwidth can even reach 50 THz, and its topological charge

can be inherited from the driving laser, namely, the topolog-

ical charge of the second harmonic vortex pulse or that of

the few-cycle vortex pulse. Moreover, the phase nonlinear-

ity and the intensity distribution intensely depend on the fre-

quencies of ultra-broadband THz radiation. The degree of

nonlinearity determines the magnitude of the angular acceler-

ation and deceleration.[113] One can infer that the spatial non-

periodically MPs are a promising way to develop THz vortex

sources with broad bandwidth and high power.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 13. Some experimental and simulation results of intensity modulated THz vortex beam generation via two-color or few-cycle vortex
pump laser. (a) Experimental fluencies of Gaussian and vortex second harmonics, corresponding simulating and experimentally far-field THz
fluencies in two-color vortex pump field case; (b) simulating fluency and electric field of two-color pump and corresponding far-field intensity
and phase of two frequency components of THz pulses in two-color vortex pump field case in Ref. [114]; (c) simulating intensity and phase
distributions of different frequency components of THz pulses in few-cycle vortex pump field case in Ref. [113]. Reproduced with permission
from Refs. [113,114], ©The Optical Society.
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On the one hand, typically, most inert gases such as
N2, He, Ar, and so on can be used as the media to gen-
erate spatial non-periodically MPs, and thus radiate THz
pulses.[108–111] Recently, researchers found that some liquids
like water, ethanol, and acetone could be promising to pro-
duce plasma filaments, thereby generating broadband intense
THz radiation.[115–117] So far, it is more complicated to un-
derstand the THz radiation from liquid-plasmas than that from
gas-plasmas. On the other hand, the spatial non-periodically
MPs can be easily produced and their spatial structures and
lengths can be modulated by the different pump laser modes
focusing conditions and so on. Up to now, various excitation
wavelengths, media, and focusing conditions have been ex-
plored in order to maximize THz wave radiation from laser-
induced plasmas, while few attempts have been made with
artificially modulated exotic spatial structures of pump laser
field.[118,119] It has been found that the exotic spatial struc-
tures could affect the density distribution and spatial shape of
the laser-induced plasmas, thereby change the intensity and
even phase distributions of the generated THz radiation. One
can predict that the motion of free electrons in plasmas in-
duced by pump vortex laser pulses would be more compli-
cated. Liquid-plasmas excited by pump vortex field could be
expected to generate stronger vortex THz radiations than gas-
plasmas, which is one of the hotspots in nonlinear THz op-
tics and THz photonics.[118] However, how the OAM and sin-
gularity of the pump vortex laser pulses affect the motion of
free electrons in plasmas is unclear. To date, the underlying
physical mechanisms of these gas-plasmas induced by vortex
pump laser pulses have not been explained clearly enough, too,
which would provide both challenges and opportunities for
THz vortex beam generation. Such plasma-based THz emit-
ters can avoid the limitation to material ionization threshold.
These THz vortex sources with the wide tunability and broad
bandwidth are strongly desired for applications.

3. Potential applications of THz vortex beams
Thanks to the advent and continuous development of THz

optics and singular optics, many applications of THz vortex
beams have been made possible, such as optical tweezers, op-
tical wrenches, cell rotators and stretchers in biomedical engi-
neering and medical fields. Going beyond conventional THz
photonics, manipulating the wavefront of THz radiation opens
new opportunities that underpin application areas in THz wire-
less communication, THz super-resolution imaging, manipu-
lation of chiral matters, acceleration of electron bunches, de-
tection of astrophysical sources, and so on.

3.1. THz wireless communication

With the increasing demand for higher bandwidth and
bigger capacity of the wireless communication system, the

extension of the operating frequency of the communication
system to the THz wave regime is inevitable.[11,18,120–122]

Furthermore, apart from the well-known physical parameters
of electromagnetic waves like amplitude, phase, time, fre-
quency, and polarization, there is always interest in exploit-
ing new degrees of freedom like OAM to get ever-higher
data capacity in wireless communications.[48] A beam carry-
ing OAM can provide an infinite range of possibly achiev-
able states because OAM modes form a complete and or-
thogonal basis. Communication utilizing such orthogonal
modes could increase the capacity of communication by
the number of additional spatially orthogonal modes.[123]

Consequently, one can infer that THz vortex pulses with
huge under-exploited bandwidth and an unlimited number
of OAM eigenstates could provide higher channel capac-
ity and carrier frequency, bigger data transmission rate (>
10 Gbit/s), better confidentiality, better anti-interference abil-
ity, high-definition videos at live broadcast sites for high-speed
THz wireless communication systems.[4,6,114–130] Recent re-
ports show that several basic functionalities, e.g. multiplex-
ing/demultiplexing, have already been realized for THz vor-
tex beams communications.[48,124,131,132] Scientists also pre-
dict that outdoor wireless communication will soon be avail-
able at a rate of 40 Gbit/s without any difficulties, and may
increase to 100 Gbit/s — fast enough to download a typical
movie in seconds. The performance of indoor use, which is
technically easier than outdoor use, would strongly depend on
the application and its market.[11,120,126,127]

3.2. THz super-resolution imaging

THz imaging technologies show great potentials when
it comes to nondestructive testing and biomedical sensing.
However, the resolutions of conventional THz imaging sys-
tems are constrained by the diffraction limit.[133–136] Gener-
ally, there are two main approaches to improve the spatial
resolution of THz imaging. One is to enhance the imaging
systems, while the other is to develop novel super-resolution
methods,[137] including operation with THz vortex beams.[138]

The spatial resolution of the regular THz imaging is usually
limited to the sub-millimeter scale due to the diffraction lim-
ited resolution.[11,139,140] THz vortex pulses have the poten-
tial to break through the limitation of diffraction and to obtain
an ultrahigh spatial resolution at a spatial resolution of mi-
crometers by applying it to materials with nonlinearities such
as saturable absorption, up-conversion excitation, and stimu-
lated emission in THz region,[9,10,141] which would allow the
observation of local defects in crystalline materials such as
graphene[142] and various semiconductors.[143–146] Such THz
super-resolution imaging will open the door towards next-
generation molecular sciences, biomedicine, security inspec-
tion, nondestructive detection, and so on.
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3.3. Manipulation of chiral matters

As is known to all, chirality is used for describing the
symmetry properties of an object. A chiral object, which can-
not be superposed with its mirror by rotations or translations,
is one of quite ubiquitous and exciting phenomena in the mi-
cro and macro world, such as protein, DNA, hands, shells, and
etc. There are two types of chirality, i.e., one is left-handed,
and the other is right-handed. Whereas objects in nature seem
to prefer one chirality, for example, DNA is right-handed; al-
most all the natural amino acids are left-handed. Interestingly,
vortex beams can be chiral by carrying OAM. On the other
hand, the elementary excitations of many matters in nature
have been found in the THz frequency range, such as the vibra-
tion frequencies of biomacromolecule (e.g., DNA, protein, and
so on),[8,9,18–21] phonon frequencies of Bose–Einstein con-
densation in the solid state,[21,147] plasma frequencies, and so
forth. Accordingly, the THz vortex beams have attracted more
and more interest and can be employed in chemistry and biol-
ogy. For instance, they can be applied to fabricate 3D chiral
microstructures,[21,148–150] which can be used to detect the chi-
rality of material with the OAM. Moreover, vortical dichroism
can be induced on the chiral microstructures by THz vortex
beams instead of circularly polarized beams.

3.4. Acceleration of electron bunches

Acceleration and manipulation of electron bunches un-
derline most electron and x-ray devices used for ultrafast
imaging and spectroscopy. THz vortex beams are also promis-
ing in acceleration and manipulation of electron bunches. New
THz-vortex-driven concepts could offer orders-of-magnitude
improvements in field strengths, field gradients, laser syn-
chronization, and compactness relative to conventional radio-
frequency devices, enabling shorter electron bunches and
higher resolution with less infrastructure while maintaining
high charge capacities, repetition rates, and stability.[22–26,151]

3.5. Detection of astrophysical sources

Recently, the properties of beams carrying OAM have at-
tracted attention for practical astronomical applications.[152]

Concurrently, the radiation frequencies of many astrophys-
ical sources are in THz frequency range, such as rotating
black holes, masers, possibly the cosmic microwave back-
ground radiation and so on.[27–30] In observational astron-
omy, OAM of vortex light including potential THz vortex
beams can improve the resolution of diffraction-limited op-
tical instruments by overcoming the Rayleigh separability cri-
terion for the superposed LG beams,[153,154] which predicts
that it may offer the observation and detection of stellar sep-
aration. Bright scattered starlight limits high-contrast imag-
ing to large angular offsets.[155] One could improve the ca-
pability of direct observation of weak extrasolar planets hid-

den in the glare of a bright coherent source with high con-
trast imaging by “peering into the darkness” of an optical
vortex coronagraph in THz domain.[28,155–157] Due to the
gravitational Faraday effect[158] and the gravitational Berry
phase effect,[159,160] light propagating near rotating black
holes experiences behavior analogous to light propagating in
an inhomogeneous, anisotropic medium in which SAM-to-
OAM conversion occurs.[45] To detect rotating black holes,
it will be sufficient to use the available THz telescopes, pro-
vided that they are equipped with proper OAM diagnostic
instrumentation.[152,161] Therefore, THz vortex beams show
great promise in these applications[162,163] for broader explo-
ration.

4. Summary and outlook

This paper provides an overview of the generation of vor-
tex THz radiation and some of its potential applications. Gen-
erally speaking, there are two scenarios of methods to generate
THz beams with OAM: one is via wavefront modulation de-
vices to engineer the wavefront of regular THz waves; and the
other is through exciting the helicity of the THz vortex from
the incident vortex beams and/or special media. The limitation
of the former is the lack of suitable and desired materials for
THz waves, and the devices in the former also suffer from rel-
atively narrow bandwidth for the THz vortex beams. While
the latter can work with relatively high pump laser power
with broad bandwidth despite of relatively low conversion ef-
ficiency. It is newly-developed where some of the physical
mechanisms still have not been explored explicitly, so there
will be full of both challenges and opportunities therein. As for
applications, one can foresee a historic breakthrough for sci-
ence and technology through THz vortex pulses research. It is
also noteworthy that the research of THz vortex waves is built
on many areas of science. Activities and efforts geared to-
wards the implementation of applications of THz vortex waves
are unbounded. THz vortex beams are promising in the fields
of observational astronomy, material science, biomedicine,
nondestructive super-resolution molecular spectroscopy, and
even some uncharted territories. Among these applications,
sometimes, the THz vortex radiation sources with high power
and broad bandwidth are required, besides sensitive sensors
and detectors, and functional THz devices and materials.

In recent years, several breakthroughs related to the
sources of THz vortex beam generation have essentially
bridged the OAM-based THz technological gap and fashioned
their sovereignty over the current and future cutting-edge tech-
nologies. Promisingly, future directions and emerging areas of
interests will be identified with translating these methods into
practical devices.
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